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Fig. 2. Vertical radiation patterns for direct,ive continnnl~s spiral 
ant.enna array. 
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Fig. 3. Horizontal radiat.ion patterns for direct,ive continuous spiral 
ant.enna array. 

Again from the  Besel's function:: propert.ies, 

where r and s are dummies. Substit.ut.ing t.he values of the t.wo 
functions of f12i, the final esprasion  forf(B,@) can be written a.s 

- cos 3: - 12 sin 3f 
I 9nP - 1/16 , 

(13) 

In  deriving f13), only the  sigdicant.  terms have been retained and 
other  terms, which can be made  very  small by a proper choice of 
h a ,  have been neglected [3]. 

X o w  from (13),  the modulus of f(e,$) can be calculated for 
different desired values of eo and do according to suit.able rhoice 
o f  array dimension and wavelength used. 

S u r a x I c ~ u .  COXPUTATIOXS AND I>ISCUSSIOS OF I~ESGLTS 

Theoret.ically the vertical and  the horizontal radiation patterns 
have been considered for different values of nz. The value of 
kqa = 5 is taken t.o ensure the validity of (13) in all the computa- 
t.ions. 

The vertical  radiation patterns  have been comput.ed by taking 
Bo = 4 0  = 90" and 4 = 90" and 270" for three v a l u s  of 1 7 ~  = 1, 2, 
and 3. The variat.ion of I f ( O , + ) '  nith e is shown in Fig. 2. In anot.her 
case, it. is assumed t.hat qh = 0", eo = go", + = 0" and 180", and 
m = 1. This radiation pattern is also exhibited in  Fig. 2 for com- 
parison. It. is observed t.hat, a flat. maximum is obt.ained for all the 
cases and  the beamwidth angle is about. 100". The plane e = 90" 
is a  plane of mirror symmet,ry obviously because the  array  has 
been placed in t.his plane. III t,he graph for n~ = 1 and 6 = 90" 
and 270", two  secondary lobes appear with successively decreasing 
int,ensit.ies. The  intensity of the first sidelobe is about. one-fourth 
of that of the main directional  beam. flat. plataeu of loa  int.ensity 
is observed between 220" and 320". For ' 1 ~  = 2 and 3, the  patterns 
are similar in nature except that  the sidelobe levels decrease n4t.h 
the increase of ?TI.  The  nature of t.he two curves for rn = 1, shown 
i n  Fig. 2 is almoaL alike excepl for some changes i n  magnitude. 

The horizontal  pat.terns showing the variat.ion of I .f(O,&) I with 
4 are shown in Fig. 3. The main direct.ion eu = e = 90°, 4o = 0" 
for m = 1 and 2 is considered. For n l  = I ,  the beamwidt.h angle 
is about, 36" which is much less t.han the correspor~ding  beamwidth 
angle of the vert.ica1 pat.terlr. A very large flat. plataeu  with a low 
intenshy i.5 observed. The patt.ern for W I  = 2 is similar to the patt.ern 
for m = 1 with reduced sidelobe levels. Further reduct.ion in sidelobe 
level is possible by increasing the nrlmber of spiral turns. As t.he 
spiral is not  a  symmetrical figure, no symmet,ry is obtained in either 
of the two  horizontal  pat,tertlr. One may  thus conclude that  the 
sidelobe levels of the horizont.al pat.terns can be reduced significantly 
by using more t.urtLs  of the spiral. 

From Figs. 2 and 3, it. is clear that.  the Imrizont.al radiation 
patterns  are  sharper  than  the corrwponding  vertical  pat,terns  having 
the same  number of spiral turns. 
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A Portable Coaxial Collinear Antenna 

B. 13. BAISLEI' ASD RARNI<R 1,. RCKLUh;D 

Abstract-A novel collinear antenna constructed of coaxial 
cable with inner- and outer-conductors interchanged  at  half- 
wavelength intervals is  described. A 26-element antenna of this 
type has been  constructed and evaluated.  Design criteria  presented 
allow extension to the  use of coaxial cable of different  types in a 
variety of radio/radar arrays. 

IXTRODUCTIOK 

There  are a variety of sit.uatiotw i l l  presellbday H F  or VHF 
radio/radar spplicat.ions t,hat. require  a  directional antenna which 
is light.weight, portable, eady-erected,  and  l~e~ona.bly inexpensive. 
This commullicat,ion describes a simple antenna  that sat,isfim 
these requirements. The  antenna is construct.ed of a series of half- 
wavelengths of coaxial cable t.hat have beell connected together 
by electrically inferchanging the inner- and outer-conductors a t  
each junct,ion. The resulting antenna ha.; t,he physical form of a 
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single long section of flexible coaxial line, while electrically it. is 
composed of a  number of collinear half-wave dipoles fed in phase. 
In  practice,  beamwidths of 1 to 15" are obt,ainable. 

DESCRIPTION 

Although the lengt,h, operating  frequency, and cable size for a 
specific antenna can vary widely depending upon particular require- 
ments, we will describe here a 49.8 MHz 26-element coaxial collinear 
antenna mounted  one wavelength above  ground and constructed 
of RG-8 coaxial cable. The  antenna  has been specifically designed 

.- for  a radar system  for both t.ransmission and recept.ion, and will 
handle peak pulse power in excess of 100 kW, provided t,he average 
power rating of the cable is not exceeded. 

A schematic  diagram of the complete 26-element coaxial collinear 
antenna system is shown in Fig. 1. The  antenna is connected to a 
3/8" Nylon messenger line by a series of slip-rings that  are at.tached 
to  the cable at regular intervals as indicated in inset. A of Fig. 1 .  
As indicated  in  inset €3 of Fig. 1, t,he antenna is fed a t  the two 
outer-conductors of the center elements. Feeding can be accomplished 

' either directly by a two-wire t,ransmission line or by a quart,er-wave 
transformer and a  balun as shown. 

Fig.  2(a) shows the details of interchanging the inner- and out.er- 
conductoM a t  each half-wave section of cable. Each half-wave 
section is cut  to 0.67 X free-space length to c0mpensat.e for t.he 
propagat,ion ve1ocit.y in the cable. Note t.hat t.he onter  braid has 
been peeled back about. 1" from each cable end t,o expose t.he 
polyethylene  insulation. Fig. 2(b)  shows a connection similar to 
the one shown in Fig. Z(a), aft.er i t  has been meat.her sealed. 
The sealing process consists of first. coat.ing the  entire connection 
with silicon sealant  and  then covering the connect.ion with  heat- 
shrink  tubing. The resulting  seal is weather  resistant. and snfficient.ly 
strong  to wit.hstand temporary tension well in excess of 300 Ib. 
All of t.he connections are t.reated  in t.he same manner except. for 
the two end  elements, which are left. nnconnect.ed and  are sealed 
in the same  manner as the others. 

The radiation pattern of an even  number n of collinear half-m-ave 
dipoles fed in phase with a nonuniform amplitude distribut.ion 
which is symmetric about  the center elements may be expressed 
c11 as 

where ET represents t.he field intensity of the t,ot.al array; A n  is the 
amplitude of the  kth element set. measured from  the center of t,he 
array; 0 is measured from a  line  normal to  the  antenna axis: and 
$ is expressed in  terms of Dd = (2r/A)d, i.e.,  t.he dkt.anre d be- 
tween elements expressed in  radians 

$ = pdsin (e).  (2) 

. The element  spacing d is 0.67A/2,  owing to t.he velocity factor of 
.- the cable. The  value of A t  is approximately  determined by t.he 

cable loss/dipole at. the operating frequency. For RG-8 a t  50 MHz, 
A k  is given by 

-4 normalized theoretical  radiation pattern obtained from (1) 
for  a 26-element antenna is shown in  Fig. 3 by a  dashed line. Sote  
that  the theoretical beamwidt.h t.0 half-power points of the 26- 
element antenna is 5.6". Note also that  the theoretical 15.5-dB 
sidelobe level of the  tapered  array is 2.3  dB below that expected 
for a uniformly fed system.  The tapering is due t.0 the cable loss/ 
dipole Ar, and even greater sidelobe reduction could be obtained 
by using higher loss cable, although the  beamaidth would be 
increased. 

Detail. B 

i 

u 
Fig. 1. Sketch of 26-element  coaxial  collinear  antenna  mounted on 

three  poles.  showing  feeding  and  tensioning  arrangements Details 

to connect  t.0  t,he  antenna are shown In Inset. A. Inset B shows the 
of t,he 3/8" nylon messenger line and  the polyethylene  rings  used 

antenna-feed  arrangement  consisting of balun  and a  quarter-wave 
matching  transformer. All electrical  connections  shown  are  normally 
weabherproofed. 

(b ) 
Fig. 2. Details  of  connections  between  adjacent  elemeuts. (a) Inter- 

connection, of inner- and outer-conducbors before sealing. (b) Con- 
nectlon mhch has been meat.her-sealed. 
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Fig. 3. Theoretical and measured radiation  patterns for 26-element 
antenna.  Theoretlcal  curve is shown by  dashed  line,  while measured 
curve is solid. 
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Fig. 4.  Theoretical  and  measured  radiation  patterns for collinear 
broadside  array of four 26-element antennas.  Dashed  curve refers 
t.o t.heoretica1 Dattern. while solid curve depict.s measured values. 
Total  beamwidfh is 1.4". 

ri pattern measured by flying a transmitting source  through 
the beam is shown in the  same figure by a solid line. The computed 
and measured curves are seen to be in substantial agreement except 
for the sidelobe levels where the differences are probably attributable 
to  the uneven t.errain where t.he antenna ws 1ocat.ed. 

In addition to  the preceding antenna system, four 26-element 
antennas were connected as a linear array having  a  t,otal of 104 
collinear elements. The four feedlines were connected t,ogether by 
an  appropriate mat.ching network, and  the  pat,tern was det,ermined 
b0t.h t,heoretically and  by  actual measurement.. The resu1t.s are 
shown in Fig. 4. Again the theoret.ica1 and measured patterns 
are in good agreement., indicat.ing a  half-poxer  beamwidth of  1.4O. 
The sidelobe levels for t.he four-sect.ion array  are down by  about 
15 dB with respect. to  the main beam maximum (t.he pat.tern for 
thk  array was measured over much flatter terrain so that  the sidelobe 
levels are probably more accurate). 

AkD&lITT.ISCE AND BANDWIDTH 

The  admittance versus frequency  characterist,ic of the unmat.ched 
antenna k shown in Fig. 5 (a).  The  data show the  antenna  to  be 
?lightly  inductive a t  all frequencies around the design frequency. 
Matching was accomplished by connecting a small f50 pf) capaci- 
tance across the  antenna terminals, and by adjusting  the  quarter- 
wave  transformer spacing. 

With regard to antenna bandwidth limitatiom, t.he degradat,ion 
of the  antenna system as a function of frequency can occur in two 
separate  ways: 1) t.he feed-point. admittance can change from its 
design value, or 2) t.he antenna  pattern can vary from the designated 
pattern.  Either of these two factors can be used to define a usable 
antenna  bandaidt,h, provided that  the maximum allowable varia- 
t.ions are specified. 

For the present purpose, the  admittance variat.ion can be exprmsed 
in terms of the volta.ge standing-m-ave &io (VSWK), since the 
maximum allowable variation is determined by  the abilit,y of the 
transmitter to feed a  mismatched system.  The VSWR for the 
mat,ched 26-element antenna is shown in Fig. 5(b). Assuming a 
maximum  permksihle VSRR of 2.0, t.he resulting  bandwidth is 
about  1.0  MHz. 

A similar  procedure can be followed  wit.h regard t.o the  antenna 
pattern variat.ion. In this ca3e the degradation is basically determined 
by  the  total number of wave1engt.h between the feed point. and t.he 
end of t.he antenna.  This is due to the  fact  that a signal whose 
frequency is slightly  different from the design frequency will appear 
a t  an  adjacent element slight,ly shifted from the desired phase; 
the effect. is cumulative so that  the end  element k the most affect.ed. 
This results in a distorted  antenna  pattern. If we define the usable 
bandwidt,h of t,he antenna as that frequency  deviation from the 
design frequency which results in a phase variation on the  end 
element of not more than r / 6  radians, the bandwidth may  be 

P 
f 

Fig. 5. (a)  Admittance [normalized to (300 12)-11 versus frequency 
after  Impedance  matchlng for VSWR = 1.0 at. 49.8 MHz deslgn 
for 26-element antenna.  (b) VSWR versus frequency for same  antenna 

frequency. 

expressed as 

bandwidth = ~ 

3n f 1 
2fO 

where both  the  bandwidth  and  the design frequency fo are  express4 
in MHz,  and n is the number of half-wave element6 in the complete 
antenna. Using (4) the 50 MHz 26-element antenna described 
here has a bandnidt.h of about 1.3 MHz. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The coaxial collinear antenna k useful in instances where 
portabilit.y, ease-of-inst.allation, narrow  beamwidth, and cost are 
major  factors. For example, the 5', 26-element. antenna described 
herein, including the 3/8" me+enget' line, weigh:: le-s than 30 lb  and 
can be stowed in a 2' x 2' x 1' container for shipment.  The  total 
construct,ion costs amount  to only about, three times the cost of the 
coaxial cable, and installat.ion t.ime (asuming  the  support poles 
are installed) is less than one hour. 

The 26- and 104-element arrays described in this report  have 
measured patterns i n  good agreement  with  theory, and can be 
e a d y  matched to ordinary coaxial line. Design crit.eria present,& 
here enable  ready extension to t,he me of coaxial cable of different 
types in linear arrays of widely varJ7ing dimensions. 
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., The Loop Antenna with Director  Arrays of 
Loops and Rods 

J. APPEL-HANSES 

Abstract-Experiments indicate that  the gain of a Yagi-Uda 
antenna  arrangement  depends only upon the  phase velocity of the 
surface wave traveling along the director array  and  not  to  any 
significant extent upon the particular forms of the director  elements. 

In  the common Yagi-Uda antenna, rod directors are usually 
1 used. According t.0 Ehrenspeck and Poehler [l], the phase ve1ocit.y 

of t,he surface wave traveling along the  array of rod  directors can 
be used as t.he design crit.erion for  maximum gain. This seems to 
indicate that t.he m a g d u d e  of t.he gain  depends only on the phase 
velocity of t,he surface wave and  not on the  particular form of the 
director  elements. The purpose of the present invedgation is to 
verify whether an  array of short-circuited loops in front. of the loop 

” . antenna provides the  same gain as an  array of rod directox 
- -  In  Fig. 1, the geometry of the directive loop array  antenna is 

shown. It consists of a feeding loop, a reflector loop, and an array 
of equispaced loop directors of equal  diameter. The feeding loop 
is a shielded loop made of coaxial cable of 4-mm diameter. The 
.reflector and director loops are  made of l.25-mm aluminum plate. 
The difference between inner and  outer radius of these  flat-plate 
loops is 1 cm. When a radius of a loop is indicated, it designatej 
the average  radius of the loop in quest.ion. The measurements were 
carried out in a radio anechoic chamber  at. 650 MHz. The gain over 
an isotropic  radiator was measured. 

~ The measurements started with an optimization of the diameter 
of the shielded feeding loop. A gain of 3.4 dB was obtained at  a 

. circumference of ka, = 1.10, where k = 2 ~ / h  is t.he wavenumber, 
h is the wavelengt.h, and a, the radius of t,he feeding loop. 

After this  optimization,  a reflector of t,he same  diameter as the 
feeding loop was added.  By  optimizing  several  times  in t.nrns, the 
spacing between feeding loop and reflector loop, the diameter of 
the reflector, and  the diameter of t.he feeding loop, an optimum gain 
of 7.8 dB mas obtained. This compares well with results  obtained 
by It,o et al. [2]. 

In  front. of the feeding arrangement. so obtained, a director array 
of short circuited loops with an equidist.ance of 0.2h was placed. 
The length of t,his array mas varied  in skps  of 0.4h from Oh to 41. 
For each  length, t.he gain wvas measured as a funct.ion of the radius 
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Fig. 1. Directive loop array antenna. 
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Fig. 3. Gain as function of arral- lengt,h. 

a,{ of the director loops. In Fig. 2, as an example, t,he gain as a 
function of kad for an array 2h long is shoxn. It is seen that a 
nlaxinlunl gain of 13.8 dB was measured. In Fig. 3, the maximum 
gain obtained in t.lk manner by varying the director loop diameter 
for the different. array lengths 1 is shown. The  same measurement 
procedure n y s  carried out for a  director array consisting of 2 mm 
wire loops. In complet.ion it should be mentioned that t.he results 
do not change \\-hen the loop directors are open circuited in  one 
or both of their  current  minima. 

FolIoaing t.his, an array of rod directors: 1vit.h equispacing 0.2h 
xa< placed in front of the feeding arrangement.  This  time, by 
varying the length of the rod directors, the maximum gain for 
several array lengths bet.n-een 0 . 4 ~  and 4.Oh was measured. For 
comparison between the  three  typm of director  elements, the 
result* for the rod direct013 are also shown in Fig. 3. 

From Fig. 3, we may conclude that. there is no more than  about 
1-dB difference betneen  the gain of t.he various types of direct,or 
elements. For  the  array lengths considered the flat-plate loops seem 
to be more effect,ive for lengths less t.han 2X, whereas t.he wire loops 
are  the least effective for lengths larger t.han 2X. Due  to  the small 
differenre between the rejults, the experiments seem t.o confirm 
that t.he maximum gain only depends  upon the phase velocity of 
the  surface n-ave and not. upon t.he particular form of the director 
elements. 


